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Introduction {#sec1}
============

One of the most critical aspects of handling large biological datasets is identifying and accurately quantifying similarities and differences in the data. Clustering is one of the most popular ways to do this, and many clustering algorithms with specific biological applications have been developed over the last two decades. However, despite the availability of numerous clustering algorithms, three key issues still remain unaddressed. Most clustering methods use heuristics to assign clusters and do not come with rigorous statistical performance guarantees. Second, existing clustering methods work well only for specific datasets. A comprehensive benchmarking of 13 well-known methods across 24 datasets revealed that there was no universal best performer; rather, methods typically worked best for the datasets that they were specifically designed for ([@bib17]). Even in our own experience, the choice of an appropriate clustering method is highly specific to the dataset being analyzed ([@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib6], [@bib15]). Furthermore, clustering methods typically work for generating either overlapping or non-overlapping clusters, but not both.

These led us to envision a clustering approach that comes with rigorous statistical guarantees regarding both cluster identification and assignment of variables to clusters. The method would be generically applicable across a wide range of datasets, as there would be no assumptions regarding how the data were generated. Furthermore, the method is designed to estimate the type of clusters that best fit a dataset, which in some cases may be overlapping and in other situations non-overlapping. Here, we report LOVE, a robust and scalable ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) latent factor model-based clustering method with all the above properties. We apply LOVE to three datasets with very different properties and correlation structures ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and show that LOVE generates stable, biologically meaningful, and accurate clusters in all three cases, outperforming state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we demonstrate that LOVE consistently outperforms 13 previously benchmarked state-of-the-art clustering methods ([@bib17]) across datasets ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Applicability of LOVE across Datasets with Different Correlation StructuresDatasetNumber of VariablesNumber of MeasurementsQuantiles of Correlation of Measurements (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)Gene expression16,134114−0.51−0.06−0.010.041.00Progressors and controllers1972−0.68−0.100.080.301.00Vaccine-induced humoral immune responses60191−0.990.030.220.441.00

Results {#sec2}
=======

Formulation of LOVE {#sec2.1}
-------------------

We consider the following latent factor model,where *X ∈* R^*p*^ represents p variables (to be clustered); *Z ∈* R^*K*^ denotes *K* latent, unobservable factors corresponding to the K clusters; *A ∈* R^*pxK*^ represents the membership matrix assigning p variables to K clusters; and E denotes an error term corresponding to random noise.

We define *K* clusters based on the *K* latent factors. Assignment of variables to clusters is based on the membership matrix A, which assigns some variables to only one cluster, to anchor that cluster, and other variables to multiple clusters.

There are three main steps in LOVE ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The first step involves determination of the covariance network connecting the variables of interest, and the structure of the underlying latent variables ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The second involves inferring the strongest connections between variables. Based on the strength of these connections, variables are designated as "mixed" and "unmixed." Mixed variables are defined as those that are associated with multiple latent factors, whereas unmixed variables are those that are associated with a single latent factor. The unmixed variables are then used to identify the unique clusters ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). The final step comprises assignment of the mixed variables to multiple clusters based on the membership matrix *A* ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). There are three primary tuning parameters in LOVE---determination of cluster anchors using delta, membership matrix determination using lambda, and thresholding during assignment of variables to clusters using mu. The mathematical details of each step, as well as the associated parameter tuning, are provided in the [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We also provide code to implement each step of LOVE as well as associated detailed documentation ([Data S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). LOVE is highly scalable as a method. The determination of pure and mixed variables is an O(*n*ˆ2) algorithm, where *n* is the number of variables to be clustered. The estimation of the membership matrix A involves solving *K* linear programs (where *K* is the number of latent factors). To practically test the scalability of LOVE across datasets with different numbers of variables, we tested LOVE on a wide range of datasets from a few hundred (10ˆ2) to a million variables (10ˆ6). Runtimes on a single core ranged from under a second to ∼140 h ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Thus even for the largest dataset of a million variables, this extrapolates to a runtime of a few hours on a typical server or cluster node. Thus LOVE is highly scalable and can efficiently cluster even ultralarge datasets in hours.Figure 1Overview of LOVE(A--C) Schematic illustrating the steps of the LOVE algorithm. (A) Estimation of the covariance network and latent variable structure, (B) cluster inference based on strength of connections, and (C) final assignment of clusters based on estimation of the membership matrix.Table 2Runtimes of LOVE for Different DatasetsDatasetNumber of VariablesNumber of MeasurementsRuntimeGene expression16,1341144 minProgressors and controllers19720.021 sVaccine-induced humoral immune responses601910.023 sTCGA[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}2932930.064 sCassini[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}25020.027 sSynthetic_1100,0001001.4 hSynthetic_21,000,000100142.4 h[^2][^3][^4]

Overlapping Clustering Using LOVE {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------

To test overlapping clustering using LOVE, we used a previously described compendium of human gene expression data ([@bib7]). The dataset corresponds to expression measurements for 16,134 genes across 114 different points in the cell cycle. Using LOVE, we obtained \>1,000 overlapping clusters, which corresponded well with prior biological expectation. For example, we obtained three overlapping clusters, where cluster 1 contained the genes RWDD3, BRD30S, and IRF2; cluster 2 contained the genes BRF3OS, IRF2, CTGF, INHBA, and INHBB; and cluster 3 contained the genes INHBA, INHBB, and COLA1A2 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Based on KEGG pathway annotations, RWDD3 is associated with nuclear factor (NF)-κB signaling and CTGF is associated with leishmaniasis, whereas the genes shared between clusters 1 and 2---BRD3OS and IRF2---are known to be associated with both NF-κB signaling and leishmaniasis ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). CTGF is also associated with the KEGG inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) pathway, and COL1A2, the only gene in cluster 3, is in the KEGG pathogenic *E. coli* infection pathway. Completely consistent with this, the genes shared between LOVE clusters 2 and 3---INHBA and INHBB---are associated with both the IBD and the pathogenic *E. coli* pathways. These results show that the clusters detected by LOVE correspond to specific functions, illustrating that the latent factors in our modeling formulation are not only mathematical entities but also have underlying biological significance. Genes that are only in one cluster, but not others, define the biological relevance of the clusters; this perfectly matches our mathematical latent factor formulation. Furthermore, LOVE is very specific at detecting meaningful overlaps based on shared biological functions---different sets of genes were detected as overlapping between clusters 1 and 2 and 2 and 3, and both sets were consistent with prior biological expectations based on genes that are present in only one of the clusters. The clusters presented in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, and the corresponding overlaps, serve as examples of how LOVE detects biologically meaningful relationships in an unsupervised framework. Next, we systematically examine the quality of all the clusters and the corresponding overlaps.Figure 2Overlapping Clustering Using LOVE(A) An example of how overlapping clusters detected by LOVE are consistent with known biological pathways, both in terms of the genes assigned to single clusters and the genes shared between clusters.(B) Median number of LOVE clusters that protein network hubs and non-hubs belong to. Error bars correspond to a decile around the median. P value calculated using a Mann-Whitney *U* test.(C) Distributions of the number of clusters protein network hubs belong to, for each of the three methods---LOVE, fuzzy Cmeans clustering, and ClusterOne. P values calculated using a Mann-Whitney *U* test (P \< 10^-10^ for LOVE vs Fuzzy Cmeans and LOVE vs Cluster One).(D) Distribution of under-representation indices corresponding to how under-represented housekeeping genes are across clusters generated by the three methods---LOVE, fuzzy Cmeans clustering, and ClusterOne. P values calculated using a Mann-Whitney U test (P \< 10^-10^ for LOVE vs Fuzzy Cmeans and LOVE vs ClusterOne).(E) Fraction of clusters enriched for GO BP categories across a range of delta values, the cluster anchor tuning parameter.(F) Fraction of clusters enriched for GO BP categories across a range of lambda values, the cluster membership matrix tuning parameter.(G) Fraction of clusters enriched for GO BP categories across a range of mu values, the assignment threshold tuning parameter.

As clusters correspond to biological functions, one expects pleiotropic genes to be overlapping across clusters as these carry out several functions. We defined pleiotropic genes based on the network degree of the proteins encoded by these genes, i.e., protein-protein interaction network hubs were defined as pleiotropic. This is a standard way to characterize multiplicity of function as proteins perform their functions by interacting with other proteins ([@bib13], [@bib15], [@bib18]) and previous studies have shown that network hubs are the most functionally important genes ([@bib2], [@bib11], [@bib18]). We used a consensus high-quality protein interaction network to define hubs ([@bib9]) and found that hubs belonged to significantly more clusters than non-hubs ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B, p = 1.2 × 10^−10^ using a Mann-Whitney U test). Thus the assignment of overlapping clusters was consistent with biological expectation---pleotropic genes were more likely to be assigned to multiple clusters than non-pleotropic genes. We then compared our results with two existing clustering methods---fuzzy Cmeans clustering ([@bib5]) and ClusterOne ([@bib12]). Fuzzy Cmeans clustering is a well-established and widely used distance-metric-based algorithm. ClusterOne is graph based and has recently been demonstrated to be superior to several similar approaches ([@bib12]). Thus fuzzy Cmeans clustering and ClusterOne are two state-of-the-art methods, use orthogonal concepts, and serve as excellent benchmarks to compare against. We found that hubs were assigned to significantly more clusters by LOVE than they were by Cmeans clustering or ClusterOne ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C, p \< 10^−10^ using a Mann-Whitney U test), suggesting that the overlaps detected by LOVE are more consistent with prior biological expectation than the overlaps detected by other methods.

We also checked whether overlapping genes are also assigned to appropriate clusters, i.e., the clusters from LOVE coincide with prior biological expectation as defined by protein network modules. We found that the network distances (i.e., minimum path length between the two nodes) between overlapping genes and non-overlapping genes from the same cluster were low. This distribution of network distances had a median of 3.3, and 75% of network distances were under 3.6. Thus most overlapping and non-overlapping genes from the same cluster are within four hops (\<25% of the network diameter) away in the protein network.

Although the above analyses show that genes with multiple functions are correctly assigned by LOVE to multiple appropriate clusters, a good clustering method should also not assign genes with similar expression levels to multiple clusters. To test this, we looked at how housekeeping genes, as defined by stable expression across 16 human tissue types ([@bib10]), were distributed across the clusters generated by LOVE. As housekeeping genes are uniformly expressed, i.e., have low variability in their expression levels, ideally these should only be assigned to one or a few clusters and not the other clusters. To systematically test this, we calculated the under-representation of housekeeping genes in the clusters generated by LOVE and quantified this using an under-representation index (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found that housekeeping genes were under-represented across most LOVE clusters ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D) and the corresponding index was significantly higher (p \< 10^−10^ using a Mann-Whitney U test) for LOVE compared with fuzzy Cmeans clustering and ClusterOne ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). These results illustrate that LOVE not only accurately identifies overlaps but also effectively discriminates between basally expressed genes and genes with specific expression profiles.

We then explored how biologically relevant the clusters discovered by LOVE are. To define relevance, we examined whether a cluster was over-represented for at least one known Gene Ontology biological process (GO BP) category ([@bib4]). Significant over-representation was defined using a false discovery rate cutoff of 0.05 (p value calculated from a hypergeometric test followed by Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction) and computed using WebGestalt ([@bib16]). The number of biologically relevant clusters identified using this approach represents a lower bound on the actual number of biologically relevant clusters as current GO annotations are not complete. Thus any cluster enriched for at least one GO BP category is definitely biologically relevant, whereas clusters not enriched for a GO BP category may still be meaningful. Despite this stringent evaluation criterion, we found that at optimal parameter settings, \>30% of clusters detected by LOVE are enriched for a GO BP category ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E--2G), suggesting that the latent variables and corresponding clusters detected by LOVE are highly relevant biologically. Furthermore, several clusters are enriched for multiple GO categories, suggesting that we accurately recapitulate an even higher fraction of functional similarity relationships. Overall, we found 1,723 over-represented GO categories across 1,222 clusters.

Finally, we tested how the relevance of the clusters discovered by LOVE changed when key tuning parameters of the method are varied. We first performed a grid search around the optimal delta, the parameter that determines cluster anchors, i.e., which "unmixed" variables will serve to define clusters. We found that across a range of parameter values around the optimal delta, the fraction of clusters known to be biologically relevant remained stable ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). Next, we performed a similar analysis with lambda---the parameter used to tune the membership matrix based on the conditional independence structure of the variables. Again, the fraction of clusters known to be biologically relevant remained stable around the optimal lambda ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F). We also observed similar results with a grid search around the optimal mu---the thresholding parameter that determines tuning of the latent variables ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}G). Thus LOVE discovers biologically meaningful clusters across a range of parameter choices.

Non-overlapping Clustering Using LOVE {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------

Most methods are good at either generating overlapping or non-overlapping clusters ([@bib17]). However, due to the inherent formulation of LOVE, it can be used for either purpose. To test the effectiveness of LOVE in generating non-overlapping clusters, we chose a recently published dataset of humoral immune measurements from 19 human subjects from two distinct clinical phenotypes---long-term HIV controllers and chronic progressors ([@bib14]). For each subject, 18 different measurements of antibody-effector functions and titers were available at four different time points, corresponding to a total of 72 measurements ([@bib14]). This dataset is different with regard to several key aspects from the earlier gene expression dataset. First, the desired clusters here are non-overlapping as HIV controllers and chronic progressors are clinically distinct groups and are known to be very different in terms of their humoral responses ([@bib3], [@bib14]). Second, the sources of biological and technical variance in the two datasets are different. In terms of biological variability, the modulation of transcript expression levels across time points in the cell cycle is structurally very different from variation across human subjects with different clinical phenotypes. The extent of technical noise is also different as microarray measurements are relatively noisy, whereas this dataset comprises serological measurements collected using modern methods. Finally, the number of entities being clustered (number of input variables for LOVE) is also very different. The gene expression dataset had \>16,000 genes profiled over 114 different points in the cell cycle. The dataset of controllers and progressors have 19 human subjects. The differences across these two datasets reveal the inherent variation across different biological datasets. Testing LOVE on two extremes provides an opportunity to benchmark how the clustering method performs at different ends of the spectrum.

The 19 human subjects were split into two clusters---one of that comprised eight progressors and two controllers and the other comprised seven controllers and two progressors ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). As each cluster primarily comprises individuals from one clinical phenotype, the latent factors in this case can be interpreted as the average humoral signature corresponding to each phenotype. Thus LOVE comes up with biologically meaningful latent factors for this dataset too, illustrating that the model formulation is both intuitive and interpretable.Figure 3Non-overlapping Clustering Using LOVE(A) Distribution of HIV controllers and chronic progressors in the two LOVE clusters.(B) True positive rate, true negative rate, and accuracy for each of the three methods---LOVE, fuzzy Cmeans clustering, and ClusterOne.(C) Receiver operating characteristic curve illustrating the performance of LOVE across a range of assignment thresholds for the membership matrix.(D) Variation of true positive rate, true negative rate, and accuracy for LOVE across a range of delta values, the cluster anchor tuning parameter.(E) Variation of true positive rate, true negative rate, and accuracy for LOVE across a range of lambda values, the cluster membership matrix tuning parameter.(F) Variation of true positive rate, true negative rate, and accuracy for LOVE across a range of mu values, the assignment threshold tuning parameter.

Next, we evaluated the performance of LOVE in terms of accuracy, true positive rate, and true negative rate. Although clustering by definition is unsupervised, we were able to measure these metrics for this dataset as we already know the clinical outcomes for each human subject. We assumed that the ideal result would be two clusters---one comprising only controllers, and the other comprising only chronic progressors. Based on this definition of ground truth, we obtained an accuracy, a true positive rate, and a true negative rate each of ∼80% for LOVE ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). We contend that an accuracy of ∼80% is really high, especially for an unsupervised method, as previously even a supervised approach had a median classification accuracy of ∼75% ([@bib14]). We also found that LOVE outperformed both Cmeans clustering and ClusterOne in terms of all three metrics---accuracy, true positive, and true negative rate ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).

Next, we sought to explore how LOVE performs across a range of assignments. Although the most optimal assignments correspond to all subjects being assigned to a cluster with high accuracy (as shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B), we wanted to check how LOVE does across a range of assignment thresholds (including those where not all subjects are assigned to clusters). A receiver operating characteristic curve drawn across assignment thresholds revealed robust performance across thresholds ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C, area under the curve = 0.82).

Finally, we wanted to evaluate how stable LOVE is across the three key parameters---delta (cluster anchor tuning), lambda (membership matrix tuning), and mu (latent variable tuning). We performed a grid search around the optimal parameters and found that all the three indicators of performance---accuracy, false positive rate (1, true positive rate), and false negative rate (1, true negative rate), are stable across a range of tuning parameters ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D--3F). These results demonstrate that LOVE is able to accurately cluster even if somewhat less than optimal parameter choices are made and are analogous to those observed for overlapping clustering.

LOVE on High-Dimensional Data {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------

Finally, we sought to evaluate LOVE on a high-dimensional dataset of vaccine-induced humoral immune responses. Recently, we found that the route of immunization, even for the same immunogen, can modulate mechanisms of protection in the context of vaccination against simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) ([@bib1]). Our study had three vaccination arms---IM239 (administration of the SIVmac239 immunogen intramuscularly), IM mosaic (administration of a mosaic envelope immunogen intramuscularly), and AE239 (administration of the SIVmac239 immunogen via inhaled aerosol). We found that each vaccine arm induced a distinct profile of humoral immune responses ([@bib1]). We sought to evaluate whether these differences that we had captured using a supervised approach ([@bib1]) could also be discovered using LOVE, an unsupervised clustering method. Furthermore, here the data are high dimensional, i.e., the number of measured humoral immune responses \>\> the number of primates. This is typical in a study involving human subjects or non-human primates, as the cost per subject or primate is high and there are ethical guidelines outlining the maximum number of primates that can be used in such studies. Thus sample sizes for these studies are usually much smaller than the number of measured analytes. Thus having a clustering method that works on high-dimensional data is of paramount importance.

LOVE split the six primates into three clusters, each of which was clearly enriched for one of the vaccination arms ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Here too, the latent variable formulation has an intuitive biological explanation; they correspond to the induced humoral signature corresponding to each vaccination strategy. Overall, LOVE correctly assigned 80% of primates to the corresponding vaccination arm ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). This is significantly better than the performance of the two other clustering methods---fuzzy Cmeans and ClusterOne ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Fuzzy Cmeans was reasonably accurate at discriminating between the IM239 and IM mosaic arms, i.e., the vaccination arms with different immunogens, arguably the easier split. However, it failed to discriminate the AE239 arm, i.e., the arm that had the same immunogen as IM239, but differed only based on the route of administration ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). ClusterOne had a high error rate overall ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Furthermore, although LOVE is completely unsupervised, the accuracy obtained is comparable to what we had previously obtained using a supervised approach ([@bib1]). Together, these results show that LOVE is very accurate even when clustering a high-dimensional dataset and significantly outperforms existing methods.Figure 4Using LOVE on High-Dimensional Data(A) Distribution of primates from the three vaccination arms in the three clusters generated by LOVE.(B) Confusion matrix for each of the three methods, LOVE, fuzzy Cmeans clustering, and ClusterOne, showing the fractions of primates correctly or incorrectly assigned to the different vaccination arms.(C) Variation of specificity and sensitivity for LOVE across a range of delta values, the cluster anchor tuning parameter.(D) Variation of specificity and sensitivity for LOVE across a range of lambda values, the cluster membership matrix tuning parameter.(E) Variation of specificity and sensitivity for LOVE across a range of mu values, the assignment threshold tuning parameter.

We also evaluated how stable LOVE is across the three key tuning parameters---delta (cluster anchor tuning), lambda (membership matrix tuning), and mu (latent variable tuning). A grid search around the optimal parameters revealed that both the sensitivity and specificity of LOVE are stable across a range of parameter values ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C--4E). As for the previous two datasets, these results confirm that LOVE is able to accurately cluster even if somewhat less than optimal parameter choices are made.

Benchmarking LOVE against a Wide Range of Clustering Methods {#sec2.5}
------------------------------------------------------------

Our previous results demonstrate that LOVE works well across datasets with different properties both in terms of size and correlation structure. We also showed that LOVE outperforms two state-of-the art methods that use different approaches---fuzzy Cmeans clustering and ClusterOne. To comprehensively compare LOVE\'s performance in a wide range of existing methods, we used previously established benchmarks for 13 different clustering methods across datasets ([@bib17]). Also, both the methods to benchmark against and the datasets were chosen by an independent study ([@bib17]). Based on F1 scores (harmonic mean of precision and recall), LOVE outperforms the 13 existing methods on two very different datasets ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The first dataset quantified similarities between 293 The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) clinical samples across three different cancer types---breast cancer, lung cancer, and glioblastoma. Specifically, the data were a pairwise similarity matrix of dimension 293 × 293 (*n* × *n*, where *n* = 293, the number of variables/samples). For this dataset, LOVE outperformed 11 of the 13 other methods, in terms of the F1 score, and had a rank of 3 across the 14 methods ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The other dataset on which we benchmarked LOVE was synthetic and low dimensional (we have already evaluated LOVE on a high-dimensional dataset earlier), purposely chosen to be very different from the previous dataset. Here, the dataset consisted of 250 variables, and each variable had two corresponding features (i.e., each variable could be represented by a dot on a two-dimensional dot-plot). Again, LOVE outperformed nine of the 13 other methods, in terms of the F1 score, and had a rank of 5 across the 14 methods ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Overall, LOVE consistently had one of the highest ranks across the two datasets ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The only other method that had comparable performance across these two datasets was hierarchical clustering. However, hierarchical clustering does not support fuzzy clustering, whereas LOVE can generate both overlapping and non-overlapping clusters. This is an inherent strength of LOVE. Moreover, hierarchical clustering is not applicable to some of the other datasets, such as the high-dimensional dataset of vaccine-induced humoral immune responses, used in this study. Hierarchical clustering typically uses *L*~2~ or allied *L*~*p*~ norms and clusters based on a distance metric. For high-dimensional datasets with highly correlated features, these *L*~*p*~ norms pose as inherent bias as the distance metric will be skewed toward the trends of the "larger" correlation blocks. Thus among all the methods evaluated in his study, LOVE is the only method that works consistently well across datasets of varying sizes (both number of variables and number of features) and correlation structures. This strength is rooted in LOVE\'s theoretical principles, as our method makes no distributional assumptions regarding the data-generating mechanisms, beyond the latent factor model formulation.Table 3F1 Scores for LOVE and 13 Other Methods for Different DatasetsDatasetTCGASynthetic_cassiniAffinity propagation0.3890.524ClusterDP0.9211ClusterOne0.6780.524Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise0.9441Fanny0.9140.957Hierarchical clustering0.9981Cmeans clustering--0.78Partitioning around medoids0.90.95Markov clustering0.6780.524Molecular complex detection (MCODE)0.8940.992Self-organizing maps--0.778Spectral clustering0.51Transitivity clustering0.9860.885LOVE0.9760.984

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Here, we present a versatile, robust, and scalable clustering method---LOVE. Our method comes with numerous statistical guarantees regarding identifiability of clusters that existing methods do not provide. Furthermore, whereas our method uses covariance as a measure of similarity, our approach will work for any similarity measure, linear or non-linear, as long as the measure satisfies certain very generic criteria regarding its decomposition (please see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for additional details). The only assumptions that LOVE make are regarding the decomposition of the matrix of similarity measures, the covariance matrix in our case. It makes no further assumptions regarding the data-generating mechanism; for instance, we do not need to know or assume the distribution of the data. Most existing methods work well for specific datasets only, as there are underlying assumptions regarding how the data were generated ([@bib17]), but LOVE is broadly applicable as it makes no such assumptions. Furthermore, whereas most existing methods generate either overlapping or non-overlapping clusters, LOVE can generate both kinds of clusters. Finally, the clusters generated by LOVE are highly stable across parameter choices.

We successfully applied LOVE to three very different systems-scale datasets. Although the nature of the data varies both within each kind of dataset (e.g., the structure and quality of gene expression measurements vary depending on the platform or technology used to generate it), and across datasets (different datasets had different correlation structures as summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), the theoretical guarantees provided by LOVE remain unchanged. Further benchmarking against 13 state-of-the-art methods demonstrated that LOVE is the only approach that has consistently high performance across datasets with varying properties ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). This is primarily due to the latent model formulation of LOVE, which does not make any assumptions regarding data-generating mechanisms. Furthermore, the latent factors are not only mathematical constructs but also biologically meaningful and context dependent. Given these unique and novel features, we anticipate that LOVE will be widely adopted in systems biology analyses and open new avenues of biological discovery.

Limitations of Study {#sec3.1}
--------------------

LOVE\'s inherent formulation fits most typical contexts---either each variable belongs to a single cluster (non-overlapping clustering) or some variables belong to a single cluster, whereas the others belong to multiple clusters (overlapping clustering). However, in a scenario where all variables belong to multiple clusters, LOVE would not perform optimally as the method assumes that there are at least some variables that belong to only a single cluster and uses these variables to determine the latent factors. Furthermore, LOVE, like any typical clustering method, is unsupervised. However, we envision being able to extend our latent model framework to classify variables in a supervised fashion (i.e., taking into account an outcome variable or outcome labels).

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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[^1]: Lead Contact

[^2]: We record the running time of LOVE on different datasets with one specified value for each tuning parameter on a single core of a machine (2.2 GHz Intel Core i7) with 16GB RAM.

[^3]: For the TCGA dataset, we have a pairwise similarity matrix of dimension *n* x *n* where, *n* = number of variables (*n* = 293).

[^4]: The TCGA and Cassini datasets are obtained from [@bib17].
